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BIG
Half-Inchers

Is a .50-caliber
handgun actually 

good for anything?
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F
ifty-caliber handguns are 
intriguing. They’re impos-
ing, a bit intimidating — 
they kick like hell — and 
they sling large chunks of 
lead. But, even though all 

of the above sounds, well … interest-
ing, what are they really good for?

If you’re mainly a paper puncher, 
there are more fun, less punishing and 
way more practical choices to be made. 
Now that we’ve established what they’re 
not good for, let’s get to the real purpose 
of the half-inchers. In my humble opin-
ion, big and dangerous game hunting is 
where the .50-cals truly shine. Let that 
sink in for a moment.

I have found throughout my hunt-
ing adventures with a wheelgun that 
many greet my primary hunting 
weapon choice with skepticism, and 
sometimes outright hostility and righ-
teous indignation. They typically cite 
a litany of reasons not to use a hand-
gun — from range limitations all the 
way up to horsepower defi ciencies —
often spouting minimum muzzle en-
ergy requirements with an air of mis-
placed superiority.

If you have convinced yourself at 
this point that I am full of bovine ex-
crement, by all means step off right 
here. But if you’re open-minded or 
merely curious to see where I’m going 
(or just want to witness a train wreck), 
have a seat.

Don’t Slander Physics
Let me briefl y address the most preva-
lent assertion by the doubters about 
muzzle energy: Just about every cen-
terfi re rifl e cartridge shot out of a 
long-barreled fi rearm can boast better 
paper ballistics than a revolver. The 
velocities are higher, trajectories fl at-
ter and muzzle energies embarrassing-
ly greater. It doesn’t require a doctor-
ate in physics to see why, but big-bore 
revolvers don’t rely upon velocity and 
rapidly expanding bullets (to make up 
for a lack of diameter) to kill game.

Big-bore revolver cartridges feature 
a large diameter and a relatively heavy 
bullet to get the deed done. Muzzle 
energy, in and of itself as a measure of 
lethality, is a poor indicator of effec-
tiveness on terminal ballistics.

But are the .50s really better than 
their smaller brethren? I have written in 
these very pages that the .44 Magnum, 

when loaded properly, has and will take 
virtually any and every game animal 
it’s tasked with hunting and is the gold 
standard by which all big revolver car-
tridges are measured. In fact, my exact 
words were this: 

“So when do you actually need some-
thing bigger? The answer isn’t so cut 
and dried, but I’ll say it: never, actually. 
Before you proclaim me a blasphemer, 
let me qualify my statement with this 
declaration: The .44 Remington Mag-
num, properly loaded (this caveat ap-
plies to any and every cartridge), can, 
will and has unequivocally taken vir-
tually every game animal that walks 
the face of this planet. Here’s where I 
weasel my way out. However, in my 
experience, there are better choices for 
really large game, and they begin at .45 
and go up from there. There, I said it. 
In summary, will the .44 Mag work on 
really big game? Yes. Are there better 
choices? Yes again.”

I’ve used the .44 Magnum to great 
effect and have been witness to its 
effectiveness on large animals. The 
success of the .44 Mag. has been 
well documented since its inception, 
and with today’s much higher-qual-
ity bullets, the .44 Mag. has never 
looked better.

However, it absolutely does not 
impart the same damage or effect 
on big animals (let’s define that 

here as 1,000 pounds and up) as 
the big-50s. No way, no how. The 
.50-cals give the shooter an edge in 
margin of error, but this should not 
give one a false sense of security as 
you still — and maybe more impor-
tantly — need to do your part as far 
as shot placement is concerned. I 
mention it as being more important 
in that the .50-caliber handguns are 
typically much harder to master and 
more difficult to shoot accurately. 

Let’s take a look at the current 
crop of available .50-caliber hand-
gun rounds.

The .50 Action Express
• Bullet Diameter: 0.500 inch
• Case Length: 1.285 inches
• Overall Length: 1.594 inches

I’ve only included this one be-
cause it was pretty much the fi rst 
commercial offering in a production 
handgun, starting with the Freedom 
Arms Model 83 and later Magnum 
Research, despite the fact that it 
was designed for use in a semi-auto 
pistol. It features a heavily rebated 
rim, and due to the physical limita-
tions of the auto pistol platform, the 
round has a relatively short loaded 
length, necessitating the use of light 
bullets. This is the only one on the 
list I wouldn’t waste my time with.

Smith & Wesson’s foray into the .50-caliber realm 

came with the introduction of their oversized X-frame, 

which was a necessity to encapsulate the big .500 

Smith & Wesson Magnum, the king of the hill.
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The .50 Wyoming Express
• Bullet Diameter: 0.500 inch
• Case Length: 1.37 inches
• Overall Length: 1.765 inches
• Maximum Pressure: 38,000 psi

This proprietary offering from Free-
dom Arms is the virtual ballistic twin 
to the .500 JRH, but instead of a tra-
ditional rim of a revolver cartridge, 
Freedom Arms opted to use a belt for 
head spacing. Commercial ammuni-
tion is available from the Grizzly Car-
tridge Company, and the end result is 
a packable .50-caliber revolver with 
power to spare.

The .50 JRH
• Bullet Diameter: 0.500 inch
• Case Length: 1.4 inches
• Overall Length: 1.80 inches
• Maximum Pressure: 45,000 psi

The .500 JRH is the brainchild of re-
nowned gunmaker, Jack Huntington. 
He set out to design a full-power, no 
compromise .50-caliber cartridge that 
would fi t in the confi nes of a revolver, 
in particular the Freedom Arms Model 
83, as a workable alternative to the 
.500 Linebaugh, which features too 
large a case and rim to fi t the rather 
compact Model 83, with a maximum 
case length of 1.4 inches. He turned a 
dummy round in his lathe in 1993, and 
the .500 JRH became a commercially 
loaded reality in 2005, when Starline 
turned the brass and Buffalo Bore pro-
duced the fi rst commercial loads for it. 
While brass is available from Buffalo 
Bore Ammunition (Starline actually 
produces the brass), .500 Smith & Wes-
son Magnum brass can easily be cut 
down for use. Magnum Research offers 
the .500 JRH as a regular catalog item.

The 500 S&W Magnum
• Bullet Diameter: 0.500 inch
• Case Length: 1.625 inches
• Overall Length: 2.30 inches
• Maximum Pressure: 61,931 psi

The biggest of Smith & Wesson’s 
Magnum cartridges, the .500 S&W Mag-
num, was the company’s successful at-
tempt at recapturing the crown of most 
powerful production revolver cartridge. 
Not only did Smith & Wesson seek to 
create the biggest cartridge in .50 cali-
ber, it pulled out all stops by also mak-
ing it amongst the highest of pressure 
producers. Smith & Wesson didn’t just 

want to take the top position back, they 
wanted to put as much distance as pos-
sible between the .500 Smith & Wesson 
Magnum and its nearest competitor. 

Unlike its parent cartridge, the .500 
Maximum, the .500 S&W features a 
maximum pressure of nearly 62,000 
psi, putting it in the company of a 
small number of revolver cartridges 
loaded to rifl e-like pressures. Loaded 

to spec, it’s capable of impressive ve-
locities — even with heavy bullets. 
With the introduction of Smith & 
Wesson’s .500 came a renewed inter-
est in handgun hunting.

But, this is defi nitely not a car-
tridge for the uninitiated. Even when 
loaded in a heavy revolver like the 
X-frame, or even BFR’s iteration, the 
.500 S&W produces signifi cant re-
coil. You cannot launch bullets this 
heavy, at these speeds and burning 
this much powder, without produc-
ing sizeable recoil. This round evokes 
the term “extreme.”

The .500 Linebaugh
• Bullet Diameter: 0.511 inch
• Case Length: 1.4 inches
• Overall Length: 1.80 inches
• Maximum Pressure: 40,000 psi

“Big-bore revolver 

cartridges feature a large 

diameter and a relatively 

heavy bullet to get 

the deed done. Muzzle 

energy, in and of itself as 

a measure of lethality, 

is a poor indicator of 

effectiveness on terminal 

ballistics.”

The .50 calibers from left to right: .44 
Magnum (for comparison), .50 AE, .500 
JRH, .500 S&W Magnum, .500 Linebaugh 
and the .500 Maximum.

Big recoil is the norm with the 
big .50s. Here, the author test-
fi res a .500 JRH BFR off the 
bench. 
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Attention was fi rst drawn to the 
.500 Linebaugh in the August 1986, 
through an article appropriately ti-
tled, “The .500 Magnum: The Outer 
Limits of Handgun Power.” Though 
not offered in a production revolver 
until recently (Magnum Research 
just introduced this caliber in their 
already impressive lineup of revolv-
ers), the .500 Linebaugh still boasts a 
strong following.

Loaded to its full potential, the .500 
Linebaugh is a true big-game hammer. 
Based originally on the .348 Winchester 
case and cut down to a nominal 1.4 
inches, the .500 Linebaugh features a 
.510-inch bore diameter. Maximum 
pressures should be kept in the 33,000 
to 36,000 psi range, though it will go 
safely higher. The beauty of the .500 
Linebaugh is that it doesn’t need to 
be pushed hard to work well on large 
game (with the caveat, of course, that 
it’s loaded correctly and with a good 
bullet).

The .500 Maximum
• Bullet Diameter: 0.511 inch
• Case Length: 1.6 inches
• Overall Length: 2.015 inches
• Maximum Pressure: 50,000 psi

Also referred to as the “.500 Line-
baugh Long,” this wildcat is typically 
built on Ruger .357 Maximum frames 
housing custom fi ve-shot cylinders. 
Recoil at the upper end of the load-
ing spectrum can best be described 
as “very unpleasant” to “life alter-
ing,” particularly when loaded to the 

50,000 psi range. The .500 Maximum 
is capable of throwing 525-grain bul-
lets at a blistering 1,500 fps, and some 
reports indicate even more velocity is 
possible. While it’s not recommended 
to feed your Maximum a steady diet 
of similar loads, it is fully capable of 
delivering this level of performance.

This cartridge is an exercise in ex-
cess. Dedicated and properly head-
stamped brass is available occasional-
ly on the used brass market (Hornady 
actually made a run of this brass), but 
the perfect parent case is the commer-
cially available .50 Alaskan, which can 
be easily cut down to 1.6 inches.

In the end, the .500 Maximum is the 
poster child for “More’s Law” being ap-
plied to the already potent .500 Line-
baugh. Is the added velocity potential 

and resultant abuse on the shooter 
necessary? No, but we don’t always (or 
even usually) apply the concept of ne-
cessity to our hobby. What fun would 
that be? However, I will state with cer-
tainty that the .500 Maximum, loaded 
correctly, is a fi ght stopper. 

Pure, Handheld Power
Recoil is severe in many cases, but most 
rifl e hunters, even vastly experienced 
big-bore rifl e hunters, will tell you the 
.458 Lott isn’t so fun to shoot, either. 
The big .50s require a true dedication 
to the craft to master, a perishable skill 
that needs constant upkeep. However, 
once mastered and loaded properly for 
the game being pursued, their terminal 
effectiveness is admirable. I have clean-
ly taken a number of large bovines with 
revolvers, including water buffalo and 
Cape buffalo, and the big .50s deliver 
as long as the shooter does his/her part. 

Some may think it unfair to charac-
terize the big .50s as being brutal with 
top-end loads, but I feel that sugar-
coating the recoil reality is doing a 
disservice to those who may want to 
foray into the realm of the .50-caliber 
handgun. After all, they do kill on both 
ends. Of course, like all calibers, they 
can be loaded down to “comfortable” 
levels, but to fully exploit the attributes 
offered by the half-inchers, I personally 
don’t run them too moderately.

Once you choose you .50 and work 
up a good, effective load, you’ll see 
that it offers serious medicine for big 
and dangerous game. The .500s are 
the no-compromise calibers of the 
revolver world, and by default, they 
make a big hole. GDTM

Magnum Research has recently announced 
the availability of the fi rst ever commercially 
produced revolvers in .500 Linebaugh. The 
author tested this fi rst prototype extensively 
and was very happy with the accuracy 
and terminal performance.

This Cape buffalo fell to the author’s .500 JRH BFR in South Africa. The Kodiak Punch 
bullets again proved very effective, cleanly taking the large bovine.


